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Chapters 4 through 22 of this Manual provide guidance with respect to methodologies for assessment, the identificadentifica
dentific
tion of significant adverse impacts, and development of mitigation measures for each
area typically
ch technical
t
pically consicons idered in environmental review. These methodologies generally are considered appropriate
propriate
riate for assessment
ment
ent of projects
project
undergoing CEQR, but are not required by CEQR. There may be specific projects
require different
ects that requi
requ
erent
rent or additional
addi
additio
analyses. For those projects requiring an EIS, the technical analysis chapters also describe th
the types
alternatives that
es of alternative
are typically considered, and describe the EIS summary chapters that help
stulp focus
cus the conclusions
co
s of the technical
tech
te
dies. Applicable regulations, coordination, and the location of background
are also
ground
nd information
informa
al described
describ for each
technical area.
It is important to note that the nature of the proposed project determines the levell of detail required
for analysis in a
requi
requ
technical area. In some cases, the characteristics of a proposed
may allow
out’ or be subject
osed project m
ow for it to ‘screen
‘scr
only to preliminary analysis for a technical area, while for other
technical areass a more detailed
analysis may be necesther technica
detail
detai
sary. In other cases, analysis may only be required if thee pro
proposed
fitss within certain
p
sed project
pro
cer
certai threshold criteria (e.g., see
Chapter 18, “Greenhouse Gas Emissions”), or has the
potential for significant
in other areas (e.g., see
he potentia
potent
fic
adverse impacts
i
Chapter 20, “Public Health”).
The technical analysis chapters are:

Chapter 4: Land Use, Zoning, and Public
blic Policy
Chapter 5: Socioeconomic Conditions
nditions
ons
Chapter 6: Community Facilities
Services
lities
ities and Servi
Ser
Chapter 7: Open Space
Chapter 8: Shadows
Chapter 9: Historicc and
Resources
d Cultural R
rces
ces
Chapter 10: Urban
an Design and Visual
V
Resources
ources
Chapter 11: Natural
Resources
atural Resourc
Chapter 12:
Hazardous
Materials
2: H
ardous
ous M
als
Chapterr 13: Wat
Water and Sewerr Infrastructur
Infrastructure
W
Chapter
Waste and
pter
ter 14: Solid W
an Sanitation
nitation Services
Chapter
Energy
hapter
pter 15: Ene
Ener
Chapter 16: TTransportation
ortation
ation
Chapter
17: Air Q
Quality
Chapte 17
ityy
Chapter
Chapte 18: Greenhouse
Greenho
enh e Gas Emissions
Chapter
19:
Cha
Chap
9: Noise
oise
Chapter
Health
C
Ch
r 20: Public He
Hea
Chapter
Neighborhood Character
pter
ter 21: Neighb
Chapter
apter
ter 22: Construction
Con
Co
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OVERVIEW AND APPROACH TO IMPACT ANALYSES
The guidance provided in each technical analysis chapter sets forth specific methods for assessing potential impacts of
a proposed project. The guidance leads the analyst through a series of steps with ascending level of detail, aimed at
permitting the lead agency to determine whether the potential for significant impact can be ruled out or confirmed. If
at any point, a determination can be made that no significant impacts would occur with the project, then the analysis is
complete.
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Each chapter is organized so that existing conditions are determined first followed by determinations of the No-Action
No-Actio
and With-Action scenarios in order to ascertain the incremental difference due to a proposed
project. It is this increpr
pro
incr
inc emental difference that is used when determining whether the project has the potential
tential
tial to
t cause significant
ificant adverse
environmental impact.

As mentioned throughout the Manual, it is important for an applicant to work
during the
ork closely
osely with the lead
ead agency dur
entire environmental review process. In addition, the lead agency may determine
mine it is appropriate
p te to consult
consu or coorcons
dinate with the city’s expert technical agencies for a particular project. It is recomme
recommended that th
the lead
agency consult
ad ag
with the expert agencies as early as possible in the environmental
process. The
al review
eview proce
hee table below
belo lists the expert
agencies that are often consulted in CEQR assessments. This table
ble is illustrative,
illustrativ and
d should not be considered an exhaustive list of City agencies involved in CEQR assessments.

Technical Areas

Expert Agencies
Exp
gencies
ncies

Land Use, Zoning, and Public Policy

Socioeconomic Conditions
Shadows
Urban Design and Visual Resources
Neighborhood Character

Community Facilities and
d Services
rvices

Open Spacee

Historic
ric
ic an
aand Cultural
lturall Resources
Re
Natural
ural Resourc
Res
Resources

Hazardous Materials
M
Water
er aand Sewer Infrastructure
astructure
Air Quality
Ai
Qu
Noise
No
Solid Waste and Sanitation
Sa
Sanit
Services
Energy
nergy

Greenhouse Ga
Greenhous
Gas Emissions
Transportation
ransport
Public Health
Construction
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New
w Yorkk City Department
Depar
off City Planning
Plann
Planni

New York
Yo City Department
tment of City
C Planning
New York City Administration
ration for Children’s Services
New York City School
N
hool Construction
hoo
C
Authority
New York Cit
City Fire
re Depa
Department
New
ew York
ork City P
Police Department
New
ew York City Health
H
He
and Hospitals Corporation
New York City Department of City Planning
New York City Department of Parks and Recreation

New York
Y
City Landmarks Preservation Commission
New
N
e York City Department of Environmental Protection
New York City Department of Parks and Recreation
New York City Department of Environmental Protection

New York City Department of Sanitation
New York State Energy Research & Development Authority
Mayor’s Office of Environmental Coordination
Mayor’s Office of Environmental Coordination
New York City Department of Transportation (traffic, parking, or pedestrians)
Metropolitan Transit Authority and New York City Transit (transit)
New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
New York City Department of Environmental Protection
New York City Department of Transportation
New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission
New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
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STRUCTURE OF THE TECHNICAL ANALYSES CHAPTERS
Most CEQR technical analyses apply a similar step-wise approach as described below:
APPROPRIATENESS OF AN ASSESSMENT (SECTION 200 OF EACH TECHNICAL CHAPTER):

The first step is a simple screen or series of questions aimed at determining whether a given technical area assessment
is appropriate for a given proposed project. The preliminary screening questions are also presented in the Short and
Long EAS Forms to assist the lead agency in determining whether further analysis is needed for a given technical are
area.
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PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT (OFTEN LOCATED AT THE BEGINNING OF SECTION 300 OF EACH TECHNICAL CHA
CH
CHAPTER):

The next step is usually a qualitative or semi-quantitative analysis again aimed at determining
terminin
min whether an
n impact in the
ve—the
the ration
ratio
ng that if the prop
given technical area can be ruled out. These analyses are necessarily conservative—the
rationale being
posed project shows no significant adverse impact using simplified, but conservative,
servative,
ative, assumptions
assum
assu
ns a detailed analysis
an
would only confirm this conclusion. An assumption is considered conservative
result in the
rvative
tive if the aanalysis tends to rresu
overstatement of an impact.
DETAILED ANALYSIS (LOCATED IN SECTION 300 OF EACH TECHNICAL CHAPTER):

If a proposed project appears to have some potential for significant
cant
ant adverse im
impact based on the fir
ffirst two steps, then a
ealistic as possible
possi
po
more detailed analysis is undertaken. The purpose of this analysis is to be as realistic
in making assumptions so that an impact is neither over- nor under-predicted,, and so that
that, should
be warranted, appropriate,
uld mitigation b
feasible, and workable measures may be developed. At this
to gather as much relevant
tth stage
tage it is always
ys appropriate
appropr
project-specific data as possible. When information
or the
gather the information appears unn is unavailable,
unavail
unava
he effort
rt to gath
gat
warranted, reasonable, but conservative, assumptions
ptionss should be
b made.
de.
e.
IMPACT ASSESSMENT (SECTION 400 OF EACH TECHNICAL
NICAL
CAL CHAPTER):

When the analysis identifies that the project
ojectt would caus
cau
cause a change
hange in conditions,
condit
the next step is to determine whether
that change would be adverse and significant.
areas
utilize quantitative thresholds (air quality, noise,
gnificant.
cant. In technical
te
eas that uti
u
and traffic are good examples), thee presence of a significant impact
generally can be determined with relative definiteact ge
ness by applying objective criteria.
ria. However, in
i other
er areas,
s, such
suc
su as neighborhood character or urban design, a change
may be identified, but its significance
a more subjective
evaluation. For these determinations, a series of
ignificance
cance requires
requ
re
b
bject
questions may be posed that,
affirmative, typically signal significance. The lead agency may carefully
t, if answered
answere in the
hee affirmative
affirmativ
consider public policy and public comments
com
co
s in addition to the technical studies in determining whether an impact may
be considered significant
ficant and adverse.
adve
MITIGATION (SECTION
CTION 50
500 OF EAC
EACH
C TECHNICAL
NICAL CHAPTER):

Once it is determined
ermined tthat an impact
ct is advers
adverse
adve
and significant, mitigation to reduce or eliminate the impact must be
considered.
analysis
must be sufficient to allow the lead agency to understand how effecred.
d. The technical
techn
nalysis
lysis of mitigation
mitiga
tive the
would be, what effort
would be involved in implementing it, and whether it would produce any new
he mitigation w
effo
e
significant
impacts of its own.
gnificant
ficant impact
n. Usually,
Usually the technical analysis used to identify an impact provides sufficient information
to develop and
a assess
sss the
th mitigation
mitigatio
itigatio of that impact. Various options for mitigation of a given impact may be presented
DEIS. In the
in the DEIS
he FEIS,
EIS, the
t lead
d agency must choose from among these options the mitigation measures that reduce
the
impact to thee greatest extent
practicable. Where mitigation is not available, not practical, not implementable on
he impa
imp
ex
e
schedule
proposed project, or requires further discretionary projects, then the lead agency must disclose that
d
with the propose
the significant
ficant
cant adverse impact may be unmitigated.
ALTERNATIVES TO TH
THE PROJECT (SECTION 600 OF EACH TECHNICAL CHAPTER):

Where a potential significant adverse impact has been identified, alternatives to the proposed project to reduce or
eliminate that impact should also be considered. As noted in Chapter 23, “Alternatives,” CEQR alternatives are selected from among those that meet project objectives. The analysis of alternatives in the technical area in which a significant adverse impact has been identified should contain sufficient detail to clearly indicate the reduction in impact or
in the need for mitigation.
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